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HR Support System/LMS "Leaf"
Urgently Responds to Corona Vaccine Vaccination at Workplace
₋A high-powered system used by 1.5 million people to speed up and simplify vaccination
operations
Insource Co., Ltd. (hereafter referred to the Company), which supports solving organizational issues by
“education” and “IT” is pleased to announce the urgent release of a vaccination operations function for its HR
support system/LMS “Leaf.”
Vaccination of more than 1,000 employees at companies and universities is expected to be implemented in a
hurry. We have decided to provide “Leaf,” a HR support system/LMS designed for large-scale organizations, for
vaccination operations on an emergency basis. Since many vaccine recipients are expected to access the system in
a short period of time during a large-scale vaccination, a strong system that can operate stably under concentrated
use is required. The company's "Leaf" can handle vaccination operations with its robust system, which currently
provides e-learning and video streaming services to 1.5 million people.
In addition, using Leaf's functions, it is possible to distribute vaccination information, distribute and collect
medical questionnaires, manage attendance, manage cancellations, manage the completion of vaccinations, issue
vaccination reminders and collect vaccination numbers. This greatly simplifies complicated paperwork and
adjustment work, making it possible to complete large-scale vaccination operations in a shorter period.
＜Vaccination operations function＞
Image of vaccination operations functions (Japanese)
Check the application status and
Apply at the click of a button

choose the date of vaccination

Over
view
1.Select a date from the list of possible dates to apply (application closes at capacity, cancellation waiting
function available)
2.Submit medical questionnaire (can be submitted as an attached file)
3.Automatic issuance of medical checkup sheet
4.Automatic reminder e-mail before the checkup date
5.Collect vaccination numbers
Servi
ce

Available from June 10, 2021 (Japan).
Existing Leaf customers will be provided free of charge, and new customers will be provided with no
initial cost and only a monthly fee based on the period of use.
The service can be provided in as short as 3 business days after application.

"Leaf" will continue to make efforts to further expand its functions, and we look forward to your continued
support.
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